VO Codes comparison before and after 10 / 2012
Mapping of the most commonly used VO codes.
Old VO code

New VO code/new meaning

VO02020 - Purchasing by a non-resident of a foreign currency for the currency of
the Russian Federation

VO02020 - Selling by a non-resident of the
currency of the Russian Federation for a foreign
currency

VO10010 - Extending by a non-resident to a resident of a commercial loan as an
advance payment for the export of goods specified in Sections XVI, XVII and XIX
of the Foreign Trade Commodity Classification (advance payment)
VO10020 - Extending by a non-resident to a resident of a commercial loan as an
advance payment for the export of goods under an agreement for construction
and contractor’s works (advance payment)
VO10030 - Extending by a non-resident to a resident of a commercial loan as an
advance payment for the export of goods, except for code 10010 and code 10020
payments (advance payment)

VO10100 - Settlements by a non-resident when
a prepayment is made to a resident for goods
exported from the Russian Federation, including
under a commission agreement (agent
agreement or mandate agreement) (an advance
payment), except for the settlements stated in
group 22 hereof

VO10040 -Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for less than three years to pay for exported
goods specified in Sections XVI, XVII and XIX of the Foreign Trade Commodity
Classification (payments are effected after the goods have been exported from
the customs territory of the Russian Federation)
VO10050 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for more than three years to pay for exported
goods specified in Sections XVI, XVII and XIX of the Foreign Trade Commodity
Classification (payments are effected after the goods have been exported from
the customs territory of the Russian Federation)
VO10060 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for less than five years to pay for exported goods
under an agreement for construction and contractor’s works (payments are
effected after the goods have been exported from the customs territory of the
Russian Federation)
VO10070 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for more than five years to pay for exported goods
under an agreement for construction and contractor’s works (payments are
effected after the goods have been exported from the customs territory of the
Russian Federation)
VO10080 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for less than 180 days to pay for exported goods,
except for code 10040 and 10060 payments (payments are effected after goods
have been exported from the customs territory of the Russian Federation)
VO10090 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for more than 180 days to pay for exported
goods, except for code 10040-10070 payments (payments are effected after
goods have been exported from the customs territory of the Russian Federation)
VO12010 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident for sea fishery products

VO10200 - Settlements by a non-resident when
a resident grants to the non-resident a grace
period to pay for goods exported from the
Russian Federation, including under a
commission agreement (agent agreement or
mandate agreement) (a grace period), except for
the settlements stated in group 22

VO12050 - Settlements by a non-resident in

caught and sold by the resident to the non-resident outside of the customs
territory of the Russian Federation
VO12030 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident for aircraft, sea and river
vessels, sold by a resident to the non-resident outside of the customs territory of
the Russian Federation
VO12050 -Settlements and transfers by a non-resident for goods sold by a
resident to the non-resident outside of the customs territory of the Russian
Federation without their delivery into the customs territory of the Russian
Federation, except for code 12010 and 12030 payments
VO20010 - Extending by a non-resident to a resident of a commercial loan as an
advance payment for construction and contractor’s works performed by the
resident outside of the territory of the Russian Federation
VO20020 - Extending by a non-resident to a resident of a commercial loan as an
advance payment for the work performed by the resident, as well as for the
services provided, information and intellectual products submitted (including
exclusive rights thereto) except for code 20010 payments (advance payment)

favour of a resident for goods sold outside the
territory of the Russian Federation without their
importing into the territory of the Russian
Federation, except for code 22110, 22210 and
22300 settlements

VO20100 - Settlements by a non-resident when
a prepayment is made to a resident for
performed work, rendered services, submitted
information or intellectual products, as well as
exclusive rights thereto, including performance
of the above obligations under a commission
agreement (agent agreement or mandate
agreement) (an advance payment), except for
the settlements stated in group 22 hereof and
settlements related to paying remuneration to a
resident broker under brokerage agreement
(group 58 hereof)
VO20030 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to VO20200 - Settlements by a non-resident in
the non-resident a grace period for payment for less than five years for
favour of a resident for performed work,
construction and contractor’s works done by the resident outside of the territory of rendered services, submitted information or
the Russian Federation (payments are effected after provision of services)
intellectual products, as well as exclusive rights
VO20040 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to thereto, including performance of the above
obligations under a commission agreement
the non-resident a grace period for payment for more than five years for
(agent agreement or mandate agreement) (a
construction and contractor’s works
VO20050 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to grace period), except for the settlements stated
the non-resident a grace period for payment for less than 180 days for the works in group 22 hereof and settlements related to
paying remuneration to a resident broker under
performed by the resident, as well as for services provided, information and
brokerage agreement (group 58 hereof)
intellectual products submitted, including exclusive rights thereto (payments are
effected after performance of work, provision of services, submission of

information and intellectual products, including exclusive rights thereto took place)
VO20060 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident when a resident grants to
the non-resident a grace period for payment for more than 180 days for the works
performed by the resident, as well as for services provided, information and
intellectual products submitted, including exclusive rights thereto (payments are
effected after performance of work, provision of services, submission of
information and intellectual products, including exclusive rights thereto took place)
VO20070 - Settlements and transfers by a non-resident for services provided by a
resident to the non-resident relating to catching and selling sea fishery products
outside of the customs territory of the Russian Federation
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VO22100 -Settlements by a non-residentconsignor (principal, trustee) when a
prepayment is made to a resident-consignee
(agent, trustor) for goods exported from the
territory of the Russian Federation, performed
work, rendered services, submitted information
or intellectual products, as well as exclusive
rights thereto (an advance payment), except for
code 22110 settlements and settlements related
to paying remuneration to a resident broker
under brokerage agreement (group 58 hereof)
VO22110 - Settlements by a non-resident when
a prepayment is made to a resident for supplied
goods, performed work, rendered services,
submitted information or intellectual products, as
well as exclusive rights thereto, under
agreements (contracts), stated in Subclause
5.1.2, Clause 5.1 of this Instruction (an advance
payment)
VO22200 - Settlements by a non-residentconsignor (principal, trustee) when a residentconsignee (agent, trustor) grants a grace period
to pay for goods exported from the territory of
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VO60070 - Transfers from a non-resident’s bank account to a non-resident bank
account

the Russian Federation, performed work,
rendered services, submitted information or
intellectual products, as well as exclusive rights
thereto (a grace period), except for code 22210
settlements and settlements related to paying
remuneration to a resident broker under
brokerage agreement (group 58 hereof)
VO22210 - Settlements by a non-resident when
a resident grants a grace period to pay for
supplied goods, performed work, rendered
services, submitted information or intellectual
products, as well as exclusive rights thereto,
under agreements (contracts), stated in
Subclause 5.1.2, Clause 5.1 of this Instruction (a
grace period)
VO22300 -Settlements by a non-resident in
favour of a resident under financial lease
agreement
VO60070 - Transfers of currency of the Russian
Federation from a non-resident’s bank account
in the currency of the Russian Federation to
another bank account (deposit account) of this
non-resident in the currency of the Russian
Federation, opened with the same authorized
bank, from a non-resident's deposit account in
the currency of the Russian Federation to a
bank account of this non-resident opened with
the same authorized bank

VO60071 - Transfers of currency of the Russian
Federation from a non-resident’s bank account
in the currency of the Russian Federation,
opened with an authorized bank, to a bank
account (deposit account) of this non-resident
in the currency of the Russian Federation,
opened with another authorized bank, from a
non-resident's deposit account in the currency of
the Russian Federation to a bank account of this
non-resident opened with another authorized
bank
VO60075 - Transfers of currency of the Russian
Federation from a non-resident’s bank account
in the currency of the Russian Federation,
opened with an authorized bank, to a bank
account (deposit account) of this non-resident
in the currency of the Russian Federation,
opened with a non-resident bank, from a nonresident's deposit account in the currency of the
Russian Federation to a bank account of this
non-resident opened with a non-resident bank
VO60080 - Transfers from a non-resident’s bank
account in the currency of the Russian
Federation to a bank account (deposit account)
of another non-resident in the currency of the
Russian Federation, opened with the same
authorized bank
VO60081 -Transfers from a non-resident’s bank
account in the currency of the Russian
Federation, opened with an authorized bank, to
a bank account (deposit account) of another
non-resident in the currency of the Russian
Federation, opened with another authorized

bank

VO70010 - Payment by non-residents of taxes, duties and other charges and fees
to residents

VO70010 - Payment by non-residents to
residents of taxes, duties and other charges and
fees, except for code 70120 settlements

VO70030 - Payment by non-residents to residents of alimony, pension, legacy,
allowance, grants, gift and donations

VO70030 - Payment by non-residents to
residents of pension, allowance and other
donations, except for code 70120 settlements

VO70050 - Payment by non-residents to residents of wages and other salaries,
author’s and other remuneration under civil contracts

VO70050 - Payment by non-residents to
residents of wages and other labour
compensations, except for code 70120
settlements

VO70070 Other payments by non-residents in favour of residents under non-trade 70110 -Payment by non-residents to residents
operations
of insurance indemnity under insurance or
reinsurance agreement
70120 - Payments by non-residents to residents
related to enforcement of juridical agencies’
resolutions
70200 - Other settlements by non-residents in
favour of residents under non-trade operations,

except for codes 70010, 70030, 70050, 70090,
70100, 70110 and 70120 settlements
VO99010 - Settlements and transfers related to a return of erroneously credited or 99010 - Returning to a resident of erroneously
debited funds
debited (credited) cash funds
99020 - Returning to a non-resident of
erroneously debited (credited) funds

